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The basic concern of the present work is the systematic derivation of a new
constitutive framework for transversely isotropic materials with a particular
application to soft-tissue biomechanics. The constitutive equations are
motivated by micromechanical considerations based on the statistical
mechanics of long-chain molecules. The effective assembly of a representative
number of individual model chains defines the macroscopic response of the
overall chain network. The resulting class of models is characterized through a
limited number of micromechanically motivated parameters with a clear physical
interpretation. The newly derived framework captures not only transversely
isotropic chain network effects but also classical isotropic network effects and
classical transverse isotropy as special cases. Moreover, to account for
biomechanically induced remodelling, we allow the material’s principal axes to
align progressively with the axes of principal strain. The convexity properties of
the newly developed model are elaborated systematically for the selected test cases
of uniaxial tension, equibiaxial tension, pure and simple shear.

1. Introduction

Similar to elastomeric materials, soft biological tissues are typically found to
undergo large strains accompanied by nonlinear elastic deformations. Governed
by a network of sparsely cross-linked long-chain molecules, the constitutive behav-
iour of both polymers and biomaterials is basically dominated by changes in their
configurational entropy rather than in their internal energy. Yet, there is a funda-
mental difference between chain networks in rubber elasticity and in soft-tissue
elasticity. Polymer chains in rubber are randomly oriented in space such that
the overall chain network response can essentially be classified as isotropic.
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Collagen chains in biomaterials, however, show a pronounced orientation which is
typically aligned with the predominant loading direction. Due to this directional
dependent reinforcement, biomaterials (in particular, soft tissues such as muscles,
tendons or ligaments) are classical representatives of transversely isotropic materials
(see, for example, the fundamental textbooks by Fung [1], Humphery [2] or
Holzapfel and Ogden [3]).

Both rubber and soft biological tissues can be modelled within the framework of
statistical mechanics of long-chain molecules, as documented in the classical text-
book by Flory [4]. While polymer chains in rubber are typically characterized as
freely jointed chains, the configuration of which resembles a random walk, biological
chains rather correspond to worm-like chains with a smoothly varying curvature
(compare [5]). In contrast with the single-parameter, freely jointed chain model, the
worm-like chain model offers the additional freedom of a second parameter which
accounts for the initial chain stiffness. Traditionally, the worm-like chain model has
been applied to describe the behaviour of the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) double
helix (see, for example, [6] or [7]). Only recently the worm-like chain approach has
been used to simulate the constitutive behaviour of a collagen triple helix by Bischoff
et al. [8, 9], Garikipati et al. [10] and Kuhl et al. [11].

Once the force–stretch relation of an individual model chain is known, the
macroscopic behaviour of the overall chain network is typically generated by the
effective assembly of a number of chains arranged in a representative unit cell (see,
for example, [12]). The first chain network model of this kind was based on three
individual chains whose deformation was related to the overall strain in an affine
manner (compare [13] or [14]). An alternative non-affine four-chain model was intro-
duced by Flory and Rehner [15] (see also [16]). Nowadays, non-affine models are
believed to be superior to affine models, in particular in capturing the characteristic
cross-link effects of the chain network. The more recent non-affine eight-chain model
described by Arruda and Boyce [17] (see also [18]) is perhaps the most prominent
representative of this class of models today. Detailed comparisons of the different
chain network approaches can be found in the classical textbook by Treloar [12] as
well as in the excellent articles by Boyce and Arruda [19] or Miehe et al. [20].
Although the constitutive description of the chain network seems to be well under-
stood for isotropic materials such as rubber, the generalization to anisotropic
network structures typically found in soft-tissue biomechanics is still an open issue.

Chain network models as described in the previous paragraph can be classified as
micromechanically motivated constitutive formulations. Most constitutive models in
the current biomechanical literature, however, are of a macroscopic phenomenolo-
gical nature. One essential disadvantage of these models is that their material param-
eters cannot be related to physically relevant effects. Unfortunately, the model
parameters are thus often determined by mere curve fitting. Another and perhaps
even more relevant drawback of these existing models, is that their free-energy
function is not necessarily convex (see, for example, [3, 21–23]. Under certain com-
binations of input parameters, spurious instabilities might thus be generated which
are of a non-physical nature. The notion of convexity is closely related to the unique-
ness condition or rather the positive definiteness of second-order work, a criterion
which was introduced in the early work of Drucker [24] (see also [25]). Nevertheless,
in most practical applications, the convexity condition as such might be too difficult
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to elaborate. An alternative and yet less restrictive condition is the condition of rank-
one convexity (see, for example, [26–29]). In honour of Hadamard [30] it is often
referred to as the Legendre–Hadamard condition. For the class of quasistatic
problems considered herein, the loss of rank-one convexity or rather the violation
of the Legendre–Hadamard condition can be directly related to the loss of ellipticity
of the underlying boundary value problem (see, for example [31–36]). A geometric
interpretation of the ellipticity condition has been provided, for example, by Benallal
[37] and Benallal and Comi [38]. For the class of transversely isotropic materials
considered herein, however, the issue of ellipticity has been addressed only recently
by Merodio and Ogden [39, 40] (see also the work on polyconvexity by Schröder and
Neff [41].

The present contribution is organized as follows. In section 2, we first summarize
the micromechanical behaviour of a single representative model chain of worm-like
chain type. Section 3 then focuses on the macromechanical characterization of
the chain network response. To this end, we make use of a transversely isotropic
eight-chain unit cell which can be further specialized, either to the classical isotropic
eight-chain network model or to a purely transversely isotropic model neglecting
network-induced cross-link effects. The general notions of convexity and rank-one
convexity are reiterated in section 4 before a systematic convexity study of the newly
developed class of models is carried out in section 5. To this end, we elaborate the
classical test cases of uniaxial and equibiaxial tension as well as pure and simple
shear. The basic features of the model are finally summarized and discussed in
section 6.

2. Micromechanics of a single model chain

To set the stage, we begin by reiterating the micromechanical characterization of
a single representative model chain. In the simplest case, a model chain can be
characterized kinematically through N rigid bonds of equal length l. Accordingly,
the total stretched-out length of a chain, the contour length, is given as L¼Nl. The
deformation of the chain is then typically defined in terms of the end-to-end distance
04 r4L, that is the length r of the vector pointing from one end of the chain to the
other. Since the individual treatment of all possible chain configurations would be
a complex task, long-chain molecules are commonly described by statistical
mechanics. Herein, we focus on a particular statistic single-chain model for corre-
lated chains: the two-parameter worm-like chain commonly applied in the context of
biomechanics. Unlike the classical uncorrelated freely jointed chain typically applied
in rubber elasticity, the worm-like chain is characterized through a smooth curvature
whose direction changes randomly but in a continuous manner (compare [4, 5]). This
property is essentially reflected through a second parameter in addition to the con-
tour length L, namely the persistence length A. It can be understood as the sum of
the average projection of all bonds on to the direction of the first bond (figure 1, left).
The strain energy  chn of the worm-like chain model, given by

 chn
¼  chn

0 þ
k�L

4A
2
r2

L2
þ

1

1� r=L
�

r

L

 !
, ð1Þ
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can be derived straightforwardly by integrating the force–stretch relation for a

worm-like chain given by

f chn
¼

k�

4A
4
r

L
þ

1

ð1� r=LÞ2
� 1

� �
, ð2Þ

as originally suggested for the DNA double helix by Marko and Siggia [7] and

applied for the collagen triple helix by Bischoff et al. [8] and Kuhl et al. [11].

Therein, k¼ 1.38� 10�23 JK�1 is the Boltzmann constant, � is the absolute tempera-

ture and  chn
0 is the value of the chain energy in the unperturbed state. Note that the
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Figure 1. Single collagen chain: worm-like chain model.
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limit of validity of the model is restricted to 0<r<L. Typical force stretch relations

of a single worm-like chain are illustrated in figure 1. They essentially reflect the

characteristic locking behaviour as the end-to-end length r approaches the contour

length L. The locking response becomes more pronounced as the chain stiffness,

reflected through a decreasing persistence length A.

3. Macromechanics of the chain network

To incorporate the individual chain statistics into an overall constitutive description,

we apply an eight-chain representation of the underlying macromolecular network

structure as illustrated in figure 2, left. These eight chains are embedded in a

transversely isotropic unit cell. The end-to-end length in the deformed configuration

given by

r ¼ 1
2½I4ða

2
� b2Þ þ I1b

2
�
1=2, ð3Þ

can then be expressed in terms the initial cell dimensions a and b and the first and

fourth invariants I1 and I4. The relevant invariants I1, I3 and I4 and their derivatives,

I1 ¼ F : F, I3 ¼ det2ðFÞ, I4 ¼ �nn � �nn,

dFI1 ¼ 2F, dFI3 ¼ 2I3F
�T, dFI4 ¼ 2�nn� n0,

ð4Þ

can be introduced as functions of the deformation gradient F ¼ Jxu and the

deformed cell normal �nn ¼ F � n0 that is the push forward of the unit-cell normal n0
in the undeformed configuration. In the undeformed configuration I1¼ 3, I3¼ 1 and

I4¼ 1 and thus r0¼ (a2þ 2b2)1/2/2. Recall that for the special case of an isochoric

deformation the third invariant remains constant as I3¼ 1. The overall energy C of

the representative transversely isotropic eight-chain unit cell is assumed consist

of three contributions according to

C ¼ C chn
þCrep

þCblk, ð5Þ

r
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Figure 2. Chain network: transversely isotropic eight-chain model.
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as illustrated in figure 2. Herein, the first term Cchn(I1, I4) reflects the effective assem-

bly of the eight-chain orientations in the principal stretch space. Accordingly,

Cchn
¼ c chn with c denoting the chain density per unit cell and  chn being the

single-chain energy defined in equation (1). The second term Crep(I1, I4) accounts

for a stress-free reference configuration and prevents the material from collapsing.

Both Cchn and Crep essentially depend on the key phenomenological kinematic

variable of a single chain, the current end-to-end length r(I1, I4) as a function of

the first and fourth invariants. The third term Cblk (I1, I3) captures an additional

bulk incompressibility, for example due to a surrounding liquid solvent (compare

[10]). For the worm-like chain model based on the free chain energy (1), the

individual energy terms take the following expressions:

C chn
¼

ck�L

4A
2
r2

L2
þ

1

1� r=L
�

r

L

 !
,

Crep
¼ �

ck�

4A

1

L
þ

1

4r0ð1� r0=LÞ
2
�

1

4r0

� �
ln I

ða2�b2Þ=2
4

� �
þ 3

2 ln I b
2

1

� �h i
,

Cblk
¼ �ðI1 � 3Þ þ

�

�
I��3 � 1
� �

:

ð6Þ

The parameters of the model are thus restricted to five micromechanically motivated

parameters, that is the chain density c, the two worm-like chain parameters A and

L and the two unit-cell dimensions a and b plus the two macroscopic bulk

parameters � and �. Classically, the above introduced free energy C defines

the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress P as thermodynamically conjugate variable to the

deformation gradient F:

P ¼ dFC ¼ P chn
þ P rep

þ P blk: ð7Þ

The individual stress contributions follow straightforwardly from the corresponding

energy terms introduced in equations (6):

P chn
¼

ck�

4A

1

L
þ

1

4rð1� r=LÞ2
�

1

4r

� �
ða2 � b2Þ�nn� n0 þ b2F
� �

,

P rep
¼ �

ck�

4A

1

L
þ

1

4r0ð1� r0=LÞ
2
�

1

4r0

� �
a2 � b2

I4
�nn� n0 þ

3b2

I1
F

 !
,

P blk
¼ 2�F � 2�I��3 F�T:

ð8Þ

Note that the repulsive energyCrep has been constructed such that the corresponding

stress P rep ensures a stress-free reference configuration as P rep
¼ �P chn

jI1¼3,I4¼1 at

r¼ r0. The fourth-order tangent operator A relating infinitesimal changes of the

first Piola–Kirchhoff stress �P to changes in the deformation gradient �F as

�P¼A :�F can then be introduced as follows:

A ¼ dF�FC ¼ dFP ¼ Achn
þ Arep

þ Ablk: ð9Þ
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Its individual contributions take the following explicit representation:

Achn
¼

ck�

4Ar
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L
þ
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� �
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þ 4��I��3 F�T
� F�T:

ð10Þ

Herein, we have applied the abbreviations ��� and � for the non-standard dyadic
products according to the following componentwise definitions f� ����gijkl ¼

f�gik � f�gjl and f���gijkl ¼ f�gil � f�gjk. Recall that the two-field tangent operator
A contains both geometric and material contributions. The geometric terms which
take the abstract representation of I ��� ðF�1

� PÞ are given in the first line of each
definition while the material terms are given in the second line. In the limit of
infinitesimal strains, the geometric terms sum to zero.

3.1. Isotropic chain network model

The classical non-affine eight-chain model given by Arruda and Boyce [17] can be
derived straightforwardly as a special case of the above model by assuming that the
unit-cell dimensions a and b take equal values:

a � b, r ¼ 1
2 I

1=2
1 a, C chn

ðI1Þ, Crep
ðI1Þ: ð11Þ

Accordingly, the fibre terms Cchn and Crep are functions of the first invariant alone.
The overall free energy C thus no longer depends on the fibre direction n0; rather,
it characterizes an isotropic chain network response (compare also [18–20]) (2004).

3.2. Transversely isotropic chain model

Another specification of the transversely isotropic chain network model follows
from assuming a degenerated unit cell for which b tends to zero:

b � 0, r ¼ 1
2 I

1=2
4 a, C chn

ðI4Þ, Crep
ðI4Þ: ð12Þ

This affine chain model is based on the introduction of chains which are all oriented
in a single direction n0. The resulting fibre terms Cchn and Crep are thus no longer
functions of the first invariant. They depend exclusively on the fourth invariant, that
is the stretch of the chains squared. However, this type of model, which has
been termed the ‘decoupled reinforcement model’ by Merodio and Ogden [39, 40]
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completely neglects network effects which are a characteristic feature of the class of
materials considered herein.

3.3. Reorientation of the chain network

In the context of the transversely isotropic chain network model it is obvious that the
principal material axes and the principal strain axes generally do not coincide.
Accordingly, the strain and stress do not necessarily commute. In the context of
linear elasticity, it has been shown that the free energy attains an extremum if strain
and stress share the same principal directions (see, for example [42–44]). Guided by
extremum principles, we suggest a gradual alignment of the material axes with
respect to the predominant principal strain direction nmax

0� as

n0 ! nmax
�0 , FT

� F ¼ �2i n
i
�0 � ni�0, ð13Þ

such that stress and strain finally commute (compare [45]). An initially orthotropic
chain network model which is a priori formulated in the principal strain space has
been introduced recently by Bischoff et al. [8, 9]. First promising attempts to
apply the proposed approach to the simulation of collagen fibre reorientation in
in-vitro-grown tendon constructs are documented in the recent contribution by
Kuhl et al. [11].

4. Convexity and rank-one convexity

To illustrate the features of the transversely isotropic chain network model derived in
the previous section we elaborate the convexity of its free-energy function. To this
end, we briefly reiterate the classical notions of convexity and rank-one convexity in
the context of nonlinear entropic elasticity (see the monograph by Silhavy [29] for
a rigorous review and the references given in section 1).

4.1. Convexity

In what follows, three alternative statements of the infinitesimal convexity condition
will be given, the first of which is formulated in terms of the convexity of the free
energy function C itself. The second condition guarantees the monotony of its first
derivative P ¼ dFC while the third condition ensures that its second derivative
A ¼ dF�FC be positive semidefinite. Let us begin by reiterating the classical infini-
tesimal convexity condition, herein evaluated for the internal energy density C(F ),

ð1� �ÞCðFÞ þ �CðF þ�FÞ > CðF þ ��FÞ, ð14Þ

where 0 < � < 1 and �F is an infinitesimal perturbation for which det
(Fþ��F )>0. The convexity of the free-energy density C implies that the current
state is stable in a small neighbourhood of F, that is stable with respect to infinite-
simal perturbations �F. Recall that the requirement of convexity (14) is typically too
restrictive to characterize a physically relevant material behaviour (see, for example
[46]). Moreover, its evaluation turns out to be rather challenging. Consequently, it
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proves convenient to relax the condition of convexity, for example to the require-

ment of rank-one convexity. In the following section, we thus replace the arbitrary

second-order tensor �F by particular second-order tensors of rank one, l� m0.

Now, by evaluating the above equation (14) at F and at Fþ � �F, where we take

the derivative with respect to � at �¼ 0, we obtain the classical monotonic condition

PðF þ � �FÞ � PðFÞ½ � : �F > 0, ð15Þ

which ensures that the stress response P increases monotonically as the deforma-

tion increases from F to F þ � �F. An additional derivation with respect to � at

�¼ 0 renders the condition of positive semidefiniteness of the fourth-order tangent

operator A:

�F : A : �F > 0: ð16Þ

Provided that C is twice continuously differentiable, the convexity of the free-energy

function (14), the monotonic condition (15) and the infinitesimal convexity condition

(16) represent equivalent statements. In this context, their strong format corres-

ponds to the classical uniqueness criterion in terms of the positive definiteness of

the second-order work (compare [24, 25]).

4.2. Rank-one convexity

The condition of rank-one convexity can be derived from equation (14) by intro-

ducing the particular choice of �F ¼ l� m0, being a rank-one tensor expressed in

terms of the spatial and material unit vectors l and m0:

ð1� �ÞCðFÞ þ �CðF þ l� m0Þ > CðF þ �l� m0Þ: ð17Þ

The rank-one convexity of the energy density C ensures that the current state F
is stable with respect to particular perturbations of rank-one l� m0. The correspond-

ing monotonic condition

½PðF þ �l� m0Þ � PðFÞ� : �l� m0 > 0 ð18Þ

ensures that the stress response P increases monotonically as the strains increase

from F to F þ �l� m0. Accordingly, equation (16) can be reformulated as the

classical Legendre–Hadamard condition

½l� m0� : A : ½l� m0� > 0, ð19Þ

a statement which is equivalent to the rank-one convexity condition (17) provided

that C is twice continuously differentiable. Alternatively, the above equations could

be reformulated as the requirement of positive semidefiniteness l � q � l > 0 in terms

of the second-order tensor q, a condition which can equivalently be expressed in the

following form:

detðqÞ > 0, q ¼ ½I � m0� : A � m0 8m0 6¼ 0: ð20Þ

Due to its connection with the propagation of infinitesimal plane waves, the

second-order tensor q is called the acoustic tensor. The vector m0 then represents
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the direction of wave propagation which corresponds to the normal to the disconti-

nuity surface in the quasistatic case while l takes the interpretation of a jump vector.

Recall that, alternatively, the Legendre–Hadamard condition (19) can be derived

in terms of Maxwell’s compatibility condition ½½dtF�� ¼ !l� m0 and the equilibrium

equation across a singular surface ½½dtP�� � m0 ¼ 0 in combination with Hill’s assump-

tion of a linear comparison solid ½½A �� ¼ 0 as illustrated by Hadamard [30] (see also

[31, 32]). When applied in the context of boundary value problems, the strong

infinitesimal rank-one convexity condition would thus ensure that the underlying

quasistatic problem remains elliptic as long as det (q)>0.

5. Examples

In the present section, we carry out a systematic analysis of the chain network model

introduced in section 3. To this end, we compare the basic features of the general

transversely isotropic chain network model with the isotropic chain network model

of section 3.1, with the transversely isotropic chain model of section 3.2 and with the

transversely isotropic chain network model after reorientation with respect to the

maximum principal strain direction of section 3.3. We define six representative

homogeneous loading scenarios, all of them strain driven. Let us particularly

focus on the in-plane components while for the out-of-plane component either we

assume the case of plane strain with Fi,3¼F3,i¼ 0 for i 6¼ 3 and F3,3¼ 1 or we impose

the incompressibility constraint as det (F)¼ 1. For both plane strain and incompres-

sibility we analyze the load cases of uniaxial tension, equibiaxial tension, pure shear

and simple shear as introduced in the following:

Funiax exten
plane strain ¼

� 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

2
64

3
75, Fbiax exten

plane strain ¼

� 0 0

0 � 0

0 0 1

2
64

3
75,

Fpure shear
¼

� 0 0

0
1

�
0

0 0 1

2
664

3
775, Fsimple shear

¼

1 � 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

2
64

3
75,

Funiax exten
incompr ¼

� 0 0

0
1

�1=2
0

0 0
1

�1=2

2
66664

3
77775, Fbiax exten

incompr ¼

� 0 0

0 � 0

0 0
1

�2

2
664

3
775:

Recall that, since the load cases of shear are isochoric by definition, no distinc-

tion is necessary between plane strain and incompressibility, either in pure or in

simple shear. For each of the six load cases, five representative unit-cell orientations

are elaborated. They are essentially characterized through the angle between the

unit-cell axis n0 and the horizontal axis as ffn0 ¼ 0�, 30�, 45�, 60�, 90�: Unless stated

otherwise, the model parameters are adopted from the work of Garikipati et al. [10]
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as L¼ 25.277, A¼ 1.3775, c¼ 7� 1021, k¼ 1.38� 10�23, �¼ 130, a¼ 9.3, b¼ 6.2,

�¼ 1000 and �¼ 4.5.

5.1. Convexity

Figures 3–6 show the isolines of the free energy C introduced in equations (5) and (6)

plotted in the principal strain space. Thereby, the principal strains vary as 0.0<�1,
�2<8.0, thus covering both the tensile and the compressive regimes. The dotted lines

�1¼ 1.0 and �2¼ 1.0 represent the axes of uniaxial deformation. Their intersection

thus characterizes the undeformed state. The first two columns of each table of

Figure 3. Transversely isotropic chain network model: energy contour plots C.

Figure 4. Isotropic chain network model: energy contour plots C.
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figures correspond to the plane-strain case with �3¼ 1 whereas the last two columns
correspond to the incompressible case with �3¼ 1/�1 �2. The first columns of each
series, that is the first and third, show the overall free energy
C ¼ C chn

þCrep
þCblk. In the second and fourth columns the bulk term has

been neglected by setting �¼ 0 such that C ¼ C chn
þCrep reflects the response

of the chain and the repulsive contribution alone. Note that all studies are bounded
by the limit of validity of the underlying single-chain model as 0<r<L.

Figure 5. Transversely isotropic chain model: energy contour plots C.

Figure 6. Transversely isotropic chain network model: energy contour plots C.
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The first series of energy isolines given in figure 3 shows the response of the
general transversely isotropic chain network model introduced in section 3. The
effect of transverse isotropy becomes obvious as the isolines are no longer arranged
radially symmetric with respect to the minimum of the free energy. As expected, for
angles 0� > ffn0 > 45�, the chain terms strengthen the material in the �1 direction
while for 45� > ffn0 > 90�, the material is obviously strengthened in the �2 direction.
Obviously, the fourth and fifth rows with n0¼ 60� and n0¼ 90� are mirror images of
the second and first rows with n0¼ 30� and n0¼ 0� respectively. Directional strength-
ening is reflected through the densification of isolines corresponding to a lower
locking stretch in the strong direction. The contour plots of the overall energies
C ¼ C chn

þCrep
þCblk depicted in the first and third columns are obviously convex

and show a smooth increase as the model reaches its limit of validity r¼L indicated
through the outermost isolines. The same holds for the chain contributions
C ¼ C chn

þCrep alone which result from �¼ 0 and which are depicted in the second
and fourth columns. However, the corresponding isolines show a pronounced den-
sification close to the outermost isolines which represent the limit of validity r¼L of
the underlying worm-like chain model. This isoline densification agrees nicely with
the characteristic locking behaviour as the strain state approaches the locking stretch
r¼L as illustrated in figure 1, left.

Let us now turn to the evaluation of the special cases introduced in sections
3.1–3.3. Figure 4 depicts the corresponding isolines of the free energy C of the
isotropic chain network model with the particular choice of a� b according to
section 3.1. The resulting chain network is no longer transversely isotropic as
Crep(I1) and Cblk(I1) no longer depend on the unit-cell orientation n0. Isotropy is
clearly demonstrated as the isolines are arranged radially symmetrically with respect
to the minimum of the free energy. For the chosen set of parameters, not only the
contour plots of the overall energies C ¼ C chn

þCrep
þCblk but also those of

the chain contributions C ¼ C chn
þCrep alone are obviously convex, both for the

plane-strain case (figure 4, left) and for the incompressible case (figure 4, right).
Figure 5 illustrates the second special case of the general model by neglecting the

network effects as b� 0 according to section 3.2. The resulting contour plots of the
transversely isotropic free energies C ¼ C chn

þCrep
þCblk and C ¼ C chn

þCrep

with Cchn(I4) and Crep(I4) degenerating to functions of the fourth invariant alone
are obviously convex (compare figure 5). Lacking the directional smoothing effect of
the chain network, the transversely isotropic chain model of figure 5 shows a pro-
nounced directional dependence. In particular, the chain contributions alone
depicted in the second and fourth columns are highly anisotropic. Non-symmetry
of the isolines with respect to the minimum of the free energy is far more pronounced
for the transversely isotropic chain model of figure 5 than for the corres-
ponding network model of figure 3. The fourth and fifth rows with ffn0 ¼ 60�and
ffn0 ¼ 90� are, of course, mirror images of the second and first row with ffn0 ¼ 30�

and ffn0 ¼ 0�.
Finally, we aim at incorporating both the transverse isotropy captured by I4 and

the network effects captured by its coupling with I1. However, the response should be
independent of the initial cell orientation n0. We thus require the unit-cell normal n0
to be aligned with the maximum principal strain direction nmax

�0 according to
section 3.3. The resulting energy isolines of figure 6 indicate the convexity properties
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of the reorientation model. Moreover, figure 6 nicely reflects the symmetry with
respect to the stretch space diagonal below which n0 is aligned with the principal
direction related to �1 and above which n0 is aligned with the �2 direction respec-
tively. Remarkably, the densest contour lines of all test cases depicted in figures 3–6
are observed for the reorientation model of figure 6. Remodelling with respect to
the principal strain axes, which was found to explain characteristic phenomena in
biomechanics, obviously renders the strongest response of all chain models analyzed
within the present study.

5.2. Rank-one convexity

Finally, we investigate the question of rank-one convexity for the six representative
loading scenarios defined at the beginning of section 5. Referring to the preceding
analysis, we do not expect the rank-one convexity condition to be violated in the
present case. Yet it provides additional useful information about the potential failure
planes through the failure plane normal m0, and about potential failure modes
through the jump vector l. Figures 7–10 depict the critical eigenvalue �critq of the
acoustic tensor q ¼ ½1� m0� : A � m0 for the potential failure plane normal m0 in the
range 0 < ffm0 < 2p. The solid lines indicate the direction of transverse isotropy n0
whereas the dashed lines mark the weakest material directions m0. The depicted polar
plots of �critq ðffm0, m0Þ correspond to the most critical loading state. This state was

Figure 7. Transversely isotropic chain network model: critical eigenvalue �critq .
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Figure 9. Transversely isotropic chain model: critical eigenvalue �critq .

Figure 8. Isotropic chain network model: critical eigenvalue �critq .

Figure 10. Transversely isotropic chain network model: critical eigenvalue �critq .
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found by successively increasing the stretch �>1 until either �critq turned non-
positive or the limit of validity r¼L of the worm-like chain model was reached.
Remarkably, in all the analyzed test cases the critical eigenvalue �critq never reached a
non-positive value and thus rank-one convexity was preserved throughout. When
progressively increasing the applied stretch �, we thus always reached the limit
of validity r¼L before failure could be observed.

Figures 7–10 indicate that a single potential failure plane is generated under
uniaxial extension for the plane-strain case as well as under equibiaxial extension
for both the plane-strain and the incompressible case. The normal m0 to this weakest
plane indicated by the dashed line is oriented perpendicular to the axes of transverse
isotropy n0. Accordingly, the most critical failure mode under these loading condi-
tions would correspond to fibre debonding in the sense of Merodio and Ogden [39].
This observation holds for the first, second and sixth columns of the general model
depicted in figure 7 as well as for its specifications in figures 8–10.

Typically, the two loading cases of shear illustrated in the third and fourth
columns generate two potential failure planes. For the special case of isotropy
depicted in figure 8 and for the reorientation network model in figure 10 these two
planes are orthogonal to one another. In both cases, the response is independent of
the initial cell orientation n0 or rather of I4. Accordingly, the corresponding response
under pure and simple-shear differs only by a characteristic angle while the shapes
of the �critq plots are identical.

Anisotropy is clearly demonstrated since the potential failure planes of the
transversely isotropic chain network model and the model without network effects
depicted in figures 7 and 9 are highly sensitive to the initial cell orientation n0. Note
that, for the transversely isotropic chain model without network effects, three loading
scenarios do not reach the limit of validity of the worm-like chain model. In these
three cases for which no �critq plots have been given, the chains are oriented perpen-
dicular to the loading direction such that the end-to-end length r does not change
upon an increase in the stretch � (compare figure 9).

5.3. Results

Summarizing the results of the systematic analysis carried out in this section, we
observe that unlike other classical models for biological tissues, the suggested model
did not show any spurious instabilities. Moreover, there is strong evidence to believe
that the convexity properties observed for the particular sets of parameters carry
over to a wider parameter range.

The two worm-like chain parameters, namely the contour length L and the
persistence length A, primarily define the valid loading range of the model without
affecting its convexity properties as such. The bulk term Cblk alone is uncritical
irrespective of the choice of �>0 and �>0. The � : c ratio weights the relative
influence of this bulk term Cblk with respect to the chain contributions Cchn and
Crep. The energy contour plots were convex for infinitesimal aspect ratios � : c ! 0
as well as for finite values of � : c. Probably, the cell dimensions a and b are the most
critical material parameters from a stability point of view. As they vary from b¼ a
via b<a to b¼ 0, they cover the whole range from isotropy to pure transverse
isotropy via a network-based, transversely isotropic response. Even for the two
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limit cases of b¼ a and b¼ 0, the underlying energy isolines remained convex and the
rank-one convexity condition was not violated.

6. Discussion

A new class of chain network models for transversely isotropic materials such as
biological tissues has been derived. In contrast with existing macroscopic phenom-
enological models for biomaterials, our model is motivated by micromechanical
considerations based on the statistical mechanics of long-chain molecules. As
such, it is governed by seven material parameters which have a clear micromecha-
nical interpretation. The convexity properties of the newly developed model have
been analyzed systematically by developing six representative loading scenarios. For
the given set of parameters, no instabilities were encountered throughout the entire
loading range. Since we have particularly focused on special model cases with the
parameters taking extreme values, we do expect that this promising trend observed
for our particular parameterizations carries over to a wide range of reasonable
parameter combinations. Being derived from micromechanical grounds with a phy-
sically motivated limited number of parameters, the presented constitutive frame-
work is believed to provide a powerful tool to simulate the behaviour of transversely
isotropic materials such as biological tissues.
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